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Abstract 
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1 Introduction 
According to several economic analysts asymmetry in access to information, knowledge or 
externalities is basic to understanding various aspects of regional economy. It is about level of 
performance development in individual countries or companies; about international 
differences in growth and level of generation, adoption and diffusion of knowledge, 
innovation and technology change. The impact of information, knowledge and its 
dissemination on regional development is significant.  
 
2 Diffusion processes in the knowledge economy 
Information is essential for knowledge, its spread and information is crucial in defining the 
concept of diffusion. According to Arrow [1] information plays a strategic role in 
optimization of economic activity in the market system. Differences in approach to 
information impacts on use in price function to allocation, coordination and monitoring of 
economic activity under optimal conditions. The uncertainty is compatible with competitive 
equilibrium system, where all players have equal access to the same information under the 
same condition. If the above conditions are not met, the system shows the price variations. 
Information access is determined by coordination and transaction costs, while limiting factor 
is the amount of coordination costs. [2] Information is a strategic input for decision, for 
production and consumption. From an economic point of view, information and knowledge 
are commodities, their markets are imperfect [3]. 

The cognition arises through assimilation and integration of information as a result of process 
acquiring knowledge. According to Roomer’s model of long-time growth, just the cognition is 
mediated input important to performance development. When a company invests in 
knowledge, so creates an additional pool of knowledge, which is greater than the sum of its 
parts and as the overall benefit to the company. [4] Investments increase knowledge and 
experience and produce higher outcome in public and private sector. All empiric studies and 
models are based on four theoretical approaches: diffusion theory; adaptability theory; 
domestic approach; use research of satisfaction. 
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The article is primary focused on the diffusion theory. Adaptation theories are devoted to the 
description and explanation of adaptation decisions through several social, cognitive and 
behavioral approaches to research of relationship between attitude and behavior of 
individuals. Domestic approach is based on sociology, examines adaptation processes of new 
Technologies and knowledge in everyday life. It is focused on social consequences of 
technologies and services. The approach doesn’t have limits to study of individual and 
summary factors. Domestication process has usually five sub processes – imagination, 
appropriation, objection, integration and conversion [1]. Research on the use of satisfaction is 
based on media research, sociology and originally was focused on media and mass 
communications [13].  It is focused on individual user or adapter, who seeks satisfaction in 
technologies oriented on his individual needs and motivation. This theory is similar to theory 
of rationality and benefit.  

Diffusion theories are focused on research of spread of knowledge, skills, innovation and 
technology change (what, why, intensity). There were defined basic terms by E.M. Rogers 
and E.F.Shoemaker in area of diffusion theory [7]. They were described the procedure of 
innovation spread in time through communications channel and the adaptation model. They 
find the adaptation is difficult despite of benefits of new discoveries. The adaptation 
procedure has several steps - appearance, interest, trial, decision, and adoption. Information 
about users and their willingness to adopt innovation are special importance in terms of 
diffusion of innovation or technology change. 

Nelson [8] states that access to information is crucial in improving the country's performance 
and overall economic growth: economical development process as a diffusion process leads to 
the rejections of two basic assumptions of neoclassical model – that all firms in all countries 
have the same production function and that the markets reach equilibrium.“ It is necessary to 
explain international and interregional diffusion and impacts for economic strategies and 
politics. 

There is possible to analyze the behavior of participant in diffusion process (supply side or 
demand side) used the microeconomics models. Diffusion theories of technology and 
technical innovation are oriented on explanation this phenomen: why, if a technology appears 
better than another, this is not immediately accepted by all firms. 

There are two opposite points of views in terms of international diffusion: 
� The older approach (60th years) is focused on microeconomic analytical framework 

created to product cycle and epidemic model. It is oriented on capacity of country to 
accept praxis through imitation and on international differences in relative input costs and 
in prices of new capital goods. 

� Later in the mid 80's was developed model which focuses on the adoption of 
macroeconomic conditions, such as investment demand and technological characteristics 
of innovations. 

Causes of international and inter-firm differences in speed and intensity of innovation 
diffusion can be viewed from two perspectives: 
� aspect of query delay (the time between import and use of final product); 
� aspect of imitation delay (the time between using of innovation and creating of new 

services). 

In terms of product cycle the speed and extent of international innovation diffusion depends 
on capacity, development level of country and possibility to follow advanced models of 
innovation. The imitation delay is result of three aspect of development [9]: 
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� delay of foreign reaction – the time between first acquaintance with the innovation and its 
application in production; 

� delay of domestic reaction – related to the size of domestic market, the time until local 
producers are relevant part of domestic market; 

� learning period – the time necessary to understand for successful application of 
innovation 

These approaches have led to formulation of hypotheses about the skip options, i.e. later 
industrialized countries are able to accept technology innovations faster than earlier 
industrialized countries and the adaptation capacity can differ from innovation capacity [10].  
During the seventies and eighties theory of product cycle was developed by Vernon [11] and 
Hirsch [12]. They have assumed that outcome level of country, its technology capacity, trade 
openness; foreign direct investment and diffusion capacity are interconnected. 

Basic factors, which affect differences in diffusion size and time, are: 
� investments (including  all investments decisions); 
� creating of critical volume of subjects, who have accepted innovation; 
� the supply of products as a result of innovation; 
� technology aspects of innovations; 
� behaviour of transnational companies.  

Economy theory states several diffusion models (f. E. epidemic model, equilibrium model, 
models called by authors David, Stoneman, Antonelli). It can be identified different levels of 
diffusion aggregation (picture 1.1): 
� internal (intra-firms) diffusion; 
� inter-firms diffusion; 
� global (general) diffusion. 

 

Fig. 1.1 Processes related associated with intra-firm and inter-firm diffusion [14] 

Epidemic models (f. E. Mansfield, Griliches) are based on analogy of spread of technology 
change with spread of disease, i.e. for spread is necessary a contact of individuals. The 
diffusion is logistic curve (S-curve). Epidemic model of diffusion does not take into account 
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factors: return of investments in time (as an impact of dynamic processes supply side); 
changes of population, interest of innovation, economic situation etc. 

The localization of technology change is of special importance. Approaches to localization 
of technology change can be divided in orthodox and heterodox. The orthodox approach is 
based on the assumption, that the change is generated through processes of acquisition of new 
technique and technology (i.e. the processes of „learning“). Heterodox approach is based on 
the acceptation the decision on information and on rationality due the information asymmetry. 
The companies adopt those changes that are appropriate for economic environment and that 
are in relation to actual techniques and technologies. 

Localized technology change is a result of two factors: 
� Activity in acquiring the new techniques and technologies (i.e. factor of “learning”). 
� Costs factor of the application of new techniques and technologies given the technical 

limits and compatibility (physical and personal). 

The most important impacts of localized change are: 
� Increase of technical and technological heterogeneity between firms – the techniques and 

technologies are different available for the firms (because firms have different costs 
structure, different skills, personal structure, different size etc.); 

� modification of the market structure and the change of conditions for capital mobility and 
for market entry. 

In 1985 the agency EPA in Japans have developed a concept of „information activity index“ 
for the analyzing of information impact to national economy and to regional economy. This 
index is based on identifying of information activities according to sectors and according to 
professions.  
 

3 Conclusion 
Diffusion of knowledge is an important aspect of regional development. It is object of many 
theoretical and empirical studies. There are many models describing spread of knowledge not 
only in economy but also into firm. Diffusion of knowledge or new technology is complex 
process and depends on several factors (f. E. the size of company, willingness to learning, 
electivity of communication, personal capacity etc.). 
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